Dear Customers, Business Partners and Well wishers

At the outset of the new Financial Year I am pleased to declare a transformation in the Operational Management at Grind Master. Under the youthful leadership of Mr. Sameer Kelkar (CEO), a Team of Professional Business Unit Heads now leads Grind Master Operations into the future. As Directors of the Company myself and Mrs. Kelkar take on more Strategic, Mentorship and Business Development related roles. Your continued support over the years has helped us to grow towards being a global company. The Management team will strive to exceed customer expectation and we look forward to this support as we move forward.

Wishing the New Management Team All the Best for the years to come.

Best Regards
Mr. Milind Kelkar
CMD - Grind Master
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Grind Master is the proud winner of INDIA SME 100 Award given by India SME Forum, MSME and Axis Bank to recognize the top 100 SME units of India. The certificate and trophy was given in a ceremony at Delhi by Mr. Kalraj Mishra, Minister of MSME and Mr. Suresh Prabhu, Minister of Railways in presence of Mr. Narendra Singh Tomar, Minister of Mines & Steels Mrs. Shikha Sharma, MD & CEO of Axis Bank. Mr. Mahesh Sahasrabuddhe, General Manager, Business Development, represented Grind Master at the Award ceremony.

From amongst 50000 applicants, top 100 SME were selected on basis of both Financial & non-financial indicators. While the financial indicators of growth performance and financial strength were keenly evaluated, balanced emphasis was given to the non-financial indicators covering innovation, international outlook, people capital and corporate governance covering quality, CSS, Business Excellence, CSR etc.

Grind Master has earlier been recognized as SME of the Year (CNBC/Crisil - 2014), SME Business Excellence (D&B/KVS - 2015) as well as Star Performer (EEPC - 2015) recently. Over the years Grind Master has transformed from a pioneer in metal finishing in India towards being a global technology leader in metal finishing.

With its key “NANOFINISH” Microfinishing and Superfinishing Technologies, Grind Master exports more than 60% of its produce, competing in the global market with companies from Germany and Japan. Continually developing a diverse range of sophisticated technology products, innovation is deep rooted in Grind Master culture. After several breakthrough technologies over the years, advancements in Robotic Deflashing for Aluminum Castings through its RMT and RCP Series products is now revolutionizing Aluminum Foundries and human lives working therein. The awards are a recognition of this culture of excellence at Grind Master.
Product Launch CDB 600
Next Gen Automotive Camshaft Deburring Machine

Grind Master is proud to launch its Next Gen Standalone Camshaft Deburring Machine for Automotive Camshafts. The “CDB600” machine is a part of NF600Ca family (for Camshaft Microfinishing) and built on the same lines as the NF300Ca - CDB300 family (for 2 wheeler camshafts).

Achieving superlative performance specifications in terms of Energy Saving, Space Saving, Ergonomics and Safety Considerations, the CDB600 is a Registered Design. It replaces the earlier “ZA series” used for camshaft deburring.

As performance parameters for Engines become tighter and tighter, both deburring and microfinishing are becoming more and more critical operations for camshafts. For achieving reliable deburring Grind Master Automatic Cam Lobe Deburring machines are well recognized in India with over 12 machines supplied to 2 Wheeler and Passenger car manufacturers.

The CDB600 can be used as a standalone deburring machine or combined into a line along with Microfinishing Machine.

Key Features of CDB600
- Unmatched Deburring Capability
- Fully Automatic Operation with High Output
- Cycle time less than 60 sec including Load/Unload
- Compact Size - 35% Smaller !!!
- Energy Consumption - 35% Lower !!!
- Modular Configuration
  - Optional - Load/Unload Assist Slide
  - OR
  - Gantry Load/Unload
  - OR
  - Shuttle slide
- NANOFINISH Control System with Touch HMI
- Optimal Running Cost with High Energy Efficiency
- Easy Maintenance Access for Machine

Key Process Advantage : Why Camshaft Lobe Deburring
- Improve Life of Lobe Inserts (Tooling) used in Microfinishing
- Improves Surface Finish due to Wobbling Action of Brush
- Complete Deburring for critical engine component
Majhi City Takatak
Transforming SWM in Aurangabad

It has been four months since the launch of the Majhi City Taka-Tak campaign and we are already witnessing positive stories of change in the Aurangabad. From citizens reclaiming dump spot by planting saplings to donation of food, every day the city experiences such positive changes that have never happened before.

Majhi City Taka-Tak is an outcome of a rare public-private-private partnership model that has turned Solid Waste Management into a movement. Every person associated with Aurangabad has decided to make our city a zero landfill city. It has brought together people from different fields who are contributing in their own way. Majhi City Taka-Tak has already changed the lives of many rag pickers, safai karmacharis and residents of Aurangabad in general. Out of 113 wards, the campaign has already covered 36 wards, reduced 50 trips per day to Naregaon and eliminated around 250 dumping points.

The sanitation department has been very excited since their training began and has been actively implementing their learning on field. From the use of protective equipments on field to presenting updates to their seniors, it is hard to not notice the overall boost in their confidence. “We were so happy to receive flowers, no one asked us before who we were, they didn’t even look at us, and now we are being appreciated. It makes us all very happy and very excited to work and give our best to the city. Majhi City Taka-Tak should have happened many years ago”, said Mr. Gadave, a safai karmachari on receiving flowers from a resident.

The morning of 13th February was a very exciting day for the Majhi City Taka-Tak team as it was the launch of Swachhata Premiere League (SPL) Award Ceremony, a one of a kind initiative that appreciates and rewards the hard work of different wards for their efficiency and contribution towards Solid Waste Management. So far two rounds of SPL have successfully been completed and the enthusiasm and motivation level across the wards is contagious.

The campaign has also gained a lot of media attention from various newspapers across the state and was recently covered on Saam TV Marathi as a part of their show “Emerging India”. Grind Master Pvt. Ltd. cannot be more proud to be a part of this unique and revolutionary campaign and will extend its support till we make Aurangabad a zero landfill city.